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ABSTRACT

Important matters in an organizations are decided by a group which consists of numerous specialists rather than an individual. Researches on group decisions and group decision support systems have been increased rapidly over the past few years. One of the important research field in GDSS, is on effectiveness of GDSSs. Research on effectiveness according to the various cultural diversity is considered necessary to develop an appropriate GDSS for its own cultural context.

Although various issues were raised in empirical research using an existing GDSS, we try to solve an issue on idea categorizing in this study. Idea categorizing in an existing GDSS was performed in a top-down procedure and mostly by participants' manual works. This resulted in long idea categorizing time as much as idea generating time, clustering an idea in multiple categories, and identifying almost similar redundant categories. To solve these problem, we suggest an interactive idea categorizing method which is a bottom-up approach. This method consists of steps of presenting idea using keywords, identifying keyword’s affinity, computing similarity among ideas, and clustering ideas. This method allows iterative interaction to participants for clear manifestation of ambiguous ideas. We also develop an prototype interactive idea categorizer(IIC) to test this bottom-up approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Group Decision Support Systems and Idea Categorizing

Recently, in organizations many major decisions are being made by groups. Group or work group refer to two or one more individuals whose mission is to perform some task and who act as one unit. The group can be permanent or temporary. The group can be in one location or in several locations, and it can meet concurrently or at different times. A group can be a committee, a review panel, a task force, an executive board, a team, or a permanent unit.

There are many potential benefits for making decisions in groups. The groups are better at understanding problems. It is better at catching errors. And a group has more information or knowledge than any one member and as a result, more alternatives for problem solving. Synergy may be produced. Working in a group may stimulate the participants and the process. The group members will have their ego embedded in the decision, so they will be committed to the implementation. The participation of the members in a decision means less likelihood to
resist implementation.

Although there are many potential benefits to working in groups, there are also many dysfunctions. So many decisions that are made by groups are considered ineffective or inefficient. Getting a group together in one place and at one time can be difficult and expensive. Furthermore, group meetings can take a long time and the resulting decisions may be mediocre.

For many years there were attempt to improve the work of groups. If we can eliminate or lessen some of the phenomena that cause the dysfunctions, then the benefits can greatly be enhanced. Behavioral scientists, personnel experts, efficiency experts, and others have developed many approaches to the solution of the problems. For example, the Nominal Group Technique and the Delphi Method. They are manual methods. So they may be expensive, slow, and not so effective. Therefore attempts to improve the situation with the aid of information technology appear under several names, such as Groupware, electronic meeting systems, collaborative systems, Computer-Supported Cooperative Work(CSCW), and group decision support systems.

Here are some typical definitions of GDSS: "A GDSS consists of a set of software, hardware, language components, and procedures that support a group of people engaged in a decision-related meeting" [Huber 84]. "A GDSS is an interactive, computer-based system that facilitates the solution of unstructured problems by a set of decision makers working together as a group" [DeSanctis and Galleuro 85]. Components of a GDSS include hardware, software, people, and procedures. These components are arranged to support a group of people, usually in the context of a decision-related meeting. A GDSS mainly supports the process of decision making rather than the solution of a specific problem.

GDSS is considered a subset of broader field titled electronic meeting systems(EMS) or Group Support Systems. EMS is defined by Dennis et al., [Dennis 88]as: An information technology(IT)-based environment that supports group meetings, which may be distributed geographically and temporally. EMSs support more tasks than just decision making, they focus on communication, moving beyond the GDSS decision room. The EMS concept is presented in detail in several publications from the University of Arizona [Dennis 91].

In generally, the group meetings have activities as followings; idea generation, idea organization, prioritization, and summarizing. When ideas were generated, idea organization activity involves taking ideas and refining, rearranging, and consolidating the items of idea based on some organizing principle or logical framework. [GS 92A] There are idea categorizer, idea organizer, and group outliner.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Research

The main concern of this research is to develop more effective idea organizer and categorizer for GDSS. In group meetings which are supported by GDSS, there are a lot of ideas which are generated rather than non-supported group meetings. So a better idea categorizer is required to support the ideas organizing and categorizing.

In this research, we assume that the idea organization activity begin when idea generation was finished. The previous generated ideas were stored database. Under those circumstances, this research suggests an interactive idea categorizing method to support idea organizing in group meeting using GDSS. The suggest method carry out items of idea categorizing based on
automatic document classification methodologies and information retrieval models.

The scope of the research is organized as follows. The related researches with idea
categorizing are briefly surveyed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 propose an interactive idea
categorizing method and its key algorithms. In chapter 4, implementation and demonstration of
IIC based on theoretical foundations of suggested method is showed. Finally, the conclusions
are discussed in chapter 5.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Prior Methods of Idea Categorizing

Categorizer allows the group to organize a file, e.g. the output from Electronic
Brainstorming, into categories or themes. The group creates a list of categories, then attaches the
information from the file into these categories. This tool can also be used to build a list. This is
used for idea generation and idea organization. [GS 92A]

Idea Organization is a multi-faceted tool that can be used for idea generation and idea
organization. Idea Organization has several levels of power and complexity. In its basic form, it
allows participants to build a list of key ideas or categories and attach comments to list items.
Comments may be created in the tool or taken from a pre-existing file that contains information
you want to organizer, as in Categorizer. The file may be the output of an Electronic
Brainstorming session, another tool report, or any ASCII text file. The list can be consolidated,
rearranged, and edited. The supporting comments can also be edited.[GS 92B]

Group Outliner allows you to enter or import a simple list of topics or an elaborate multi-
level set of topics. Levels of subordination are represented by a graphical outline structure. All
or some portion of the outline is made available to all or selected participants, who can comment
on the topics and view comments entered by others. It supports the group activity of idea
generation and idea organization. [GS 92B]

2.2 Information Retrieval

A specific document is retrieved by similarity evaluation of given query and documents set
with threshold value. In information retrieval system, it is a retrieval model that is the method
with criteria to retrieve information. It is query that is the inputted question with form.

2.2.1 Boolean Retrieval Model

The Boolean model have been most widely used among commercially available Information
Retrieval systems due to efficient retrieval and easy query formulation[Bookstein 81, Salton 89].
The query that represents information requirement using Boolean logic is simple and clear.
Because, the query is consist of query terms and their logical relationships. In addition to that,
computer processing is convenient.

The relationship of query terms in Boolean query is represented by logic operator. Using
logic operator are AND, OR, and NOT. The Boolean retrieval logic using Boolean algebra based
on logic and set theory.

The Boolean model is simple and easy to use. In the conventional Boolean retrieval model,
however, various similarity cannot be computed between queries and documents. There have been many works in the past to overcome this problem. In Section 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 two elegant approaches such as the fuzzy set model and the extended Boolean model, which are logical extensions of the conventional Boolean model.

### 2.2.2 Probabilistic Retrieval Model

The probabilistic retrieval model is based on two main parameters, $\Pr(\text{relevance})$, the probability of relevance, and $\Pr(\text{nonrelevance})$, the probability of nonrelevance of record. If relevance is assumed to be a binary property, $\Pr(\text{nonrelevance}) = 1 - \Pr(\text{relevance})$. In addition, two cost parameters are used, designated $a_1$ and $a_2$, representing the loss associated with the retrieval of a nonrelevant record and the nonretrieval of a relevant record, respectively. Because the retrieval of a nonrelevant record carries a loss of $a_1 \cdot \Pr(\text{relevance})$, and the rejection of a nonrelevant item has an associated loss factor of $a_2 \cdot \Pr(\text{relevance})$, the total loss caused by a given retrieval process will be minimized if an item is retrieved whenever

$$a_2 \cdot \Pr(\text{relevance}) \geq a_1 \cdot [1 - \Pr(\text{relevance})]$$

(2.1)

Equivalently, a retrieval function $g$ may be introduced, where

$$g = \frac{\Pr(\text{relevance})}{1 - \Pr(\text{relevance})} - \frac{a_1}{a_2}$$

(2.2)

and an item may then be retrieved whenever its $g$ value is nonnegative.

Function $g$ cannot be evaluated without relating it to other design parameters. In particular, the relevance properties of records must be related to the relevance properties of various terms attached to records. In particular, using Bayes' theorem to replace $\Pr(\text{relevance} | x)$ with $\Pr(x | \text{relevance}) / \Pr(x)$ for each record $x$, and assuming that the loss parameters $a_1$ and $a_2$ are equal, one obtains

$$\log g(x) = \log \frac{\Pr(x | \text{relevance})}{\Pr(x | \text{nonrelevance})} + \log \frac{\Pr(\text{relevance})}{\Pr(\text{nonrelevance})}$$

(2.3)

where $\Pr(\text{relevance})$ and $\Pr(\text{nonrelevance})$ are the priori probabilities of relevance or nonrelevance of any record.[Salton 89]

### 2.2.3 Fuzzy Set Model

The conventional fuzzy set model based on the MIN and MAX operators support the similarity evaluation for Boolean retrieval systems by using document term weights[Buell 82, Radecki 79, Tahani 76, Salton 87]. In the conventional fuzzy set model the retrieval function $R(Q, D)$ is defined to be equal to the function $F(D, Q)$. The function $F(D, Q)$ is a membership function of the document $D$ in the set of documents is retrieved by the given query $Q$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boolean Formulation</th>
<th>Evaluation Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F(D, t_1 \text{ AND } t_2)$</td>
<td>$\text{MIN}(F(D, t_1), F(D, t_2))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(D, t_1 \text{ OR } t_2)$</td>
<td>$\text{MAX}(F(D, t_1), F(D, t_2))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(D, \text{NOT } t_1)$</td>
<td>$1 - F(D, t_1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1 Query-document similarity evaluation in the conventional fuzzy set model.

Many methods have been proposed to use the query weight weights [Radecki 79]. Suppose $p$ is a term or clause in a given query and $w$ is a weight for the term or clause. The value of $f(F(D, p), w)$ is defined in the three ways shown in Figure 2.2
(a) \[ f(F(D, p), w) = w \cdot F(D, p) \]

\[ f(F(D, p), w) = \begin{cases} w \cdot F(D, p) & \text{when } p \text{ appears in an OR clause} \\ \frac{1}{w} \cdot F(D, p) & \text{when } p \text{ appears in an AND clause} \end{cases} \]

(c) \[ f(F(D, p), w) = F(D, p) \quad \text{if } F(D, p) \geq w \]

\[ f(F(D, p), w) = 0 \quad \text{if } F(D, p) < w \]

Figure 2.2 Evaluation of weighted Boolean expression in the fuzzy set model.

2.2.4 Vector Space Model

The vector-space model is simplest to use and in some way the most productive. The vector-space model assumes that an available term set is used to identify both stored records and information requests. [Salton 83B, Raghavan 86] Both queries and documents can be represented as term vectors of the form

\[ D_i = (a_{i1}, a_{i2}, ..., a_{it}) \quad (2.4) \]

and

\[ Q_j = (q_{j1}, q_{j2}, ..., q_{jt}) \quad (2.5) \]

where the coefficients \( a_{ik} \) and \( q_{jk} \) represent the values of term \( k \) in document \( D_i \) or query \( Q_j \), respectively. Typically \( q_{jk} \) (or \( a_{ik} \)) is set equal to 1 when term \( k \) appears in document \( D_i \) (or in query \( Q_j \)) and to 0 when the term is absent from the vector. Alternatively, the vector coefficients could take on numeric values, the size of the coefficient depending on the importance of the term in the respective document or query.

Consider now a situation in which \( t \) distinct terms are available to characterize record content. Each of the \( t \) terms can then be identified with a term vector \( T_i \), and a vector space is defined whenever the \( T \) vectors are linearly independent. In such a space, and vector can be represented as linear combination of the \( t \) term vectors. Hence the \( r \)th document \( D_r \) can be written as

\[ D_r = \sum_{i=1}^{t} a_{ir} T_i \quad (2.6) \]

where the \( a_{irk} \)s are interpreted as the components of \( D_r \) along the vector \( T_i \).

In vector space, the similarity between document and query can be computed as

\[ D_r \cdot Q_j = \sum_{i,j=1}^{t} a_{ir} q_{jy} T_i \cdot T_j \quad (2.7) \]

Computing the similarity values of expression(2.4) thus depends on a specification of the document and query components. Assuming that the terms are unordered, the term-document similarity computation of expression(2.4) is reduced to the simple sum-of-products form of expression (2.5):

\[ \text{Sim}(D_r \cdot Q_j) = \sum_{i,j=1}^{t} a_{ir} q_{jy} \quad (2.8) \]

A similar computation can then be used to obtain pair-wise similarity measurements between documents, the latter forming a basis for certain document-clustering systems:
\[ Sim(D_r \cdot D_s) = \sum_{i,j=1}^{t} a_{ij} q_i q_j \quad (2.9) \]

The vector-space model can be used to obtain correlations, or similarities, between pairs of stored documents, or between queries and documents, under the assumption that the \( t \) term vectors are orthogonal, or that the term vectors are linearly independencies, so that a proper basis exists for the vector space.

The disadvantages of the vector-processing model relate to the assumed orthogonality, and hence independence between terms, and the lack of theoretical justification for some of the vector-manipulation operations operations. [Salton 83B] Some of the advantages are the model's simplicity, the ease with which it accommodates weighted terms, and its provision of ranked retrieval output in decreasing order of query-document similarity.

2.2.5 Extended Boolean Model

The extended Boolean model represents a unifying retrieval model in which the conventional Boolean model, the conventional fuzzy set model and the vector space model are special cases [Salton 83A, Salton 89]. The query-document similarity defined in the extended Boolean model is based on \( L_p \) vector norm computations, and is controlled by a parameter \( p, 1 \leq p \leq \infty \), providing a special interpretation for the Boolean operators. As the value of \( p \) decreases, the interpretation of the Boolean operators is relaxed more and more. The distinction between the Boolean \( AND \) and \( OR \) operators is lost completely when the \( p \) value reaches its lower limit.

The extended Boolean model provides a way of evaluating the query and document weights. The document value can be calculated by the same procedure as the fuzzy set model. The only difference between two retrieval models is the similarity evaluation formulas calculating the similarity between a weighted Boolean query and a weighted document. In the extended Boolean model the retrieval function \( R(q, D) \) is computed with the similarity evaluation rules given in Figure 2.4

\[
F(D, (t_1, w_1) \ AND \ (t_2, w_2)) = 1 - \left[ \frac{w_1^p (1 - F(D, t_1))^p + w_2^p (1 - F(D, t_2))^p}{w_1^p + w_2^p} \right]^{\frac{1}{p}}
\]

\[
F(D, (t_1, w_1) \ OR \ (t_2, w_2)) = 1 - \left[ \frac{w_1^p F(D, t_1)^p + w_2^p F(D, t_2)^p}{w_1^p + w_2^p} \right]^{\frac{1}{p}}
\]

\[
F(D, NOT(t_1, w_1)) = 1 - w_1 F(D, t_1)
\]

Figure 2.3 Similarity evaluation rules in the extended Boolean model.

2.3 Automatic Document Classification

The conventional document classification had been carried out manually. But it has been tried to classify automatically since in the 1960's. The document classification is a grouping task using similarity between the contents of documents. It has been carried out conventionally according to a classification table [Jeong 93].

In automatic document classification, there are two approaches. One is to use of already fixed classification table. This is to allocate documents among the given categories. The other is
to build according to similarity between the contents of documents instead of a priori classification table.

2.3.1 Classification

The automatic document classification is defined that is to classify automatically among the given categories or the generated categories by experience, which is using a priori classification table. [Hamill 80, Borko and Bernick 83]

There is an example of experiment which is the automatic document classification. In this experiment, it was used the frequency of appeared keywords in the documents. Figure 2.4 is shown the calculation equation of probability of the document include word \( i \), given \( j \)th category.

\[
p(c_j | w_k \cdot w_m \cdots w_s) = kp(c_j) \cdot p(w_k | c_j) \cdot p(w_m | c_j) \cdots p(w_s | c_j)
\]

\( w_i \): word in document,

\( c_j \): \( j \)th subject category,

\( p(w_i | c_j) \): probability of the document include word \( i \), when the document is included \( j \)th category,

\( p(c_j) \): probability that a document belongs to \( j \)th category,

\( k \): scaling factor such as \( \sum_j p(c_j | w_k \cdot w_m \cdots w_s) = 1 \).

Figure 2.4 Equation for probability calculation.

A disadvantage of conventional automatic document classification methodology, using a priori classification table is that in many cases a priori classification table is not exist or difficult to build classification category.

2.3.2 Clustering

Two main strategies can be used to carry out the cluster generation. First, a complete list of all pairwise item similarities can be constructed, in which case it is necessary to employ a grouping mechanism capable of assembling into common clusters items with sufficiently large pairwise similarities. Alternatively, heuristic methods can be used that do not require pairwise item similarities to be computed.

**Hierarchical Cluster Generation**

When cluster generating does depend on pairwise item similarities, a term-document matrix is conveniently used as a starting point, followed by a comparison of all distinct pairs of matrix rows to be used for document clustering(or of matrix columns to be used for term clustering). The pairwise comparison of matrix columns produces \( N(N-1)/2 \) different pairwise term similarity coefficients for the documents(or \( t(t-1)/2 \) different pairwise term similarities). No matter what specific clustering method is used, the clustering process can be carried out either divisive or agglomeratively. In this case, the complete collection is assumed to represent one complete cluster that is subsequently broken down into smaller pieces. In the latter, individual item similar are used as a starting point, and a gluing operation collects similar items, or groups, into larger groups[Griffiths, Robinson and Willett 84]. Several methods have been proposed to generate several cluster, using graph theory. There are single-link clustering, complete-link
clustering, and group-average clustering.

**Heuristic Clustering Methods**

The hierarchical clustering strategies just described are based on prior knowledge of all pairwise similarities between items. Therefore the corresponding cluster-generation methods are relatively expensive to perform. In return, these methods produce a unique set of well-formed clusters for each set of data, regardless of the order in which the similarity pair are introduced into the clustering process.

**2.3.3 Measures of Similarity**

When clustering, we can usually use some measure for evaluating similarity coefficient between items. A list of typical similarity measures appears in Figure 2.5. [Salton 83B]

1. Dice's coefficient \[ \frac{2|X \cap Y|}{|X| + |Y|} \]
2. Jaccard's coefficient \[ \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X \cup Y|} \]
3. Cosine coefficient \[ \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X|^{1/2} \times |Y|^{1/2}} \]
4. Overlap coefficient \[ \frac{|X \cap Y|}{\min(|X|, |Y|)} \]
5. Tanimoto coefficient \[ \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X| + |Y| - |X \cap Y|} \]

|X|, |Y| is number of keywords
|X\cap Y| is number of terms appearing jointly in X and Y.

Figure 2.5 Measures of similarity.

### III. THE INTERACTIVE METHOD OF IDEA CATEGORIZER

#### 3.1 Criticism on the Previous Categorizing Methods

In section 2.1 there are several methods and tools for idea organizing and categorizing in group meeting using GDSS. All described previous methods have many disadvantages.

All procedures of described methods carry out manually. We have to assume that almost participants are not accustomed to use meeting system. It has too much workload on participants. Specially those tools are difficult to use for beginners. In addition, the procedure is top down approach. This approach can be useful for idea classification. But it is not useful as a lot of ideas were generated.

In previous idea organization and categorizing methods, all participants who are present at group meeting using GDSS build category respectively. Therefore various categories which have similar mean can then be built by each participant. The categorizer have no functions to resolute redundancy between idea categories. In addition, an idea can be classified to different
categories by the different participants. Those occur the problem that requires additional efforts. So we need a better method to support idea organization or categorizing in group meeting using GDSS. In information retrieval, there are some models. And these models have the useful concepts for idea categorizing. Also, in clustering, there are some methods for similarity measuring and document clustering.

3.2 Information Retrieval and Idea Categorizing

3.2.1 Vector Representation of Idea

The generated number of ideas can then be represented as keyword vectors of the form

\[ I_i = (a_{i1}, a_{i2}, \ldots, a_{in}) \]

(3.1)

where the coefficients \( a_{ik} \) represent the values of keyword \( k \) in idea \( I_i \). Typically \( a_{ik} \) is set equal to 1 when keyword \( k \) appears in idea \( I_i \) and to 0 when keyword is absent from the vector. Figure 3.1 presents a typical idea vector in vector space.

![Figure 3.1 Representation of a typical idea vector in vector space.](image)

3.2.2 Procedure of the Method

The procedure of this method can be explained in two parts, calculation of the similarity between ideas and interactive clustering. The first, all generated ideas in Electronic Brainstorming are loaded from database. The user input keywords. The keyword’s affinity are generated by user’s input and priori knowledge. All ideas are extended using the keyword’s affinity. All extended ideas are weighted using appearance frequency of keywords. The similarities between ideas are computed from weighted ideas. After similarity calculating between ideas, interactive clustering procedure is carried out as shown Figure 3.2. The procedure search candidate ideas pair. If candidate ideas pair is found than the procedure carry out alternative operation using critical region. If critical ideas pair is occurred than the procedure receive user’s choice. The selected ideas pair will be linked each other. The previous loop will be continue until there is no candidate ideas pairs. After interactive clustering procedure, the user give a name to generated clusters.
3.3 Key Algorithms of the Method

This section contain key algorithms such as keyword affinity matrix generation, weighted idea matrix generation, similarity matrix generation, and interactive clustering.

3.3.1 Keyword Affinity Matrix

The keyword affinity matrix is generated using knowledge base which contain degrees of affinity between keywords. If there is not exist all affinity degrees, user input the missed affinity degree. All participants of group meeting select a value from given set of degrees. The set consist of several degrees such as Strongly Similar, Similar and Not Similar. Input degrees are converted to fuzzy values.

Keyword affinity matrix can then be represented as

\[ K = \left[ k_{ij} \right]_{n \times n} \quad 0 \leq k_{ij} \leq 1 \] (3.2)

The generating algorithm is presented as fellows.

\[ \text{Affinity}(T_i, T_j) = \text{Max} \{ \text{Min} \{ \text{Affinity}(T_i, T_k), \text{Affinity}(T_k, T_j) \} \} \quad k = 1, n \] (3.3)

3.3.2 Weighted Idea Matrix

Extended idea matrix

The extended idea matrix \( R \) is generated from keywords affinity matrix. It can then be represented as keyword vectors of the form

\[ R = \left[ r_{ij} \right]_{m \times n} \] (3.4)

There is the generating algorithm which is presented by C language.

```c
float **gen_r_matrix(byte **i_matrix, float **a_matrix)
{
```
int m, n, l;
float * **r_matrix;
    r_matrix = malloc(sizeof(float *) * i_cnt);
for(l = 0; l < i_cnt; l++)
    r_matrix[l] = (float *) malloc(sizeof(float) * k_cnt);
for(m = 0; m < i_cnt; m++)
    for(n = 0; n < k_cnt; n++)
        r_matrix[m][n] = 0.;
for(m = 0; m < i_cnt; m++)
    for(n = 0; n < k_cnt; n++)
        if(i_matrix[m][n] != 0)
            for(l = 0; l < k_cnt; l++)
                if(i_matrix[m][l] <= a_matrix[n][l])
                    r_matrix[m][l] = a_matrix[n][l];
return r_matrix;
}
/*
i_matrix[i][j] : the element of initial idea matrix I
*/
/*
a_matrix[i][j] : the element of keyword affinity matrix K
*/
/*
r_matrix[i][j] : the element of extended idea matrix
*/

Weight matrix of keywords

The weight matrix of keywords is generated from appearance frequency of keywords. The keyword list \( Y \) is vector that have elements \( y_i \), number of kinds of keywords. \( W \) is weight matrix of keywords. They are presented the forms

\[
Y = \{ y_i \}_{i=1,n} \quad y_i \geq 0 \quad (3.5)
\]

\[
W = \begin{bmatrix} w_{ij} \end{bmatrix}_{m \times n} \quad 0 \leq w_{ij} \leq 1 \quad (3.6)
\]

The generating algorithm is presented as fellows.

float **gen_w_matrix(float **r_matrix)
{

    float **w_matrix;
    int m, l;
    int cnt = 0;
    w_matrix = malloc(sizeof(float *) * i_cnt);
    for(l = 0; l < k_cnt; l++)
        w_matrix[l] = (float *) malloc(sizeof(float) * k_cnt);
    for(m = 0; m < i_cnt; m++)
        for(l = 0; l < k_cnt; l++)
            w_matrix[m][l] = 0.;
    for(m = 0; m < i_cnt; m++)
        for(l = 0; l < k_cnt; l++)
            w_matrix[m][l] = 0.;
    return w_matrix;
}

- 325 -
if(r_matrix[m][l] != 0) {
    cnt += keywordlist[l]->frequency;
    for(l = 0; l < k_cnt; l++)
        w_matrix[m][l] = (float)keywordlist[l]->frequency / cnt;
}
return w_matrix;

/* r_matrix[i][j] : the element of extended idea matrix */
/* w_matrix[i][j] : the element of weight matrix W */

**Weighted idea matrix**

The weighted idea matrix is generated from extended idea matrix and weight matrix. D is weighted idea matrix. The matrix can be presented as fellows.

Let \( D = W \otimes R \), then
\[
\left\| d_y \right\|_{mxn} = \left\| w_y \cdot r_y \right\|_{mxn} \quad 0 \leq d_y \leq 1 \quad (3.7)
\]
\[
R = \left\| r_y \right\|_{mxn}, \quad W = \left\| w_y \right\|_{mxn}
\]

**3.3.3 Similarity Matrix**

The similarity matrix is generated using weighted idea matrix. S is idea similarity matrix, which is presented as fellows.

\[
D = \{ D_i \}_{i=1,m} \quad D_i = (d_{ij})_{j=1,n} \quad (3.8)
\]

\[
S = \left\| \text{Sim}(D_i, D_j) \right\|_{mn} \quad (3.9)
\]

\[
\text{Sim}(D_i, D_j) = \frac{D_i \cdot D_j}{|D_i| \cdot |D_j|} = \cos \theta \quad 0 \leq \theta \leq \frac{\pi}{2} \quad (3.10)
\]

Hence, the similarity between ideas is represented by cosine value of vector \( D_i, D_j \) as shown Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 present similarity graph.

![Figure 3.3 Sim(D_i, D_j), cosine value of vector D_i, D_j](image-url)
3.3.4 Interactive Clustering

The interactive idea clustering is carried out based on single linked clustering method. We add the alternative operation for interaction with user. The alternative operation is look for candidate ideas pair which is contained critical region. Therefore, we have to define critical region. The critical region is defined as difference of current threshold value and critical level. We will call critical ideas pair that contained critical region.

The interactive idea clustering is carried out as fellows.

**Step 1 : Initialize critical level**
We can use given critical level but we can change the critical level.

**Step 2 : Look for candidate ideas pair**
Look for candidate ideas pair which has the highest value of similarity.
If there is no candidate ideas pair than go to Step 6.

**Step 3 : Look for critical ideas pair**
Compute critical region.
If there is critical ideas pair than go to Step 5.

**Step 4 : Link the ideas pair each other**
Link selected ideas pair each other than go to Step 2.

**Step 5 : Dialog(receive user's choice)**
Display critical ideas pairs to user.
Receive user's choice than go to Step 4.

**Step 6 : Input category name**
Receive category name from user.

**Step 7 : Saving category and ideas**
Save the result.
End.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed an interactive method to categorize ideas using keyword's affinity and idea's similarity. The suggested method is bottom up approach. It offer to solve that idea overlapping and category redundancy problems.
Further research should focus on automatic keyword generating and idea understanding. To improve efficiency, the knowledge was managed more effectively.

IV. AN INTERACTIVE IDEA CATEGORIZER: IIC

4.1 Architecture of IIC

The main role of IIC is to support task which is to generate some reasonable idea clusters for facilitator. Hence, IIC is developed for achieving the idea categorizing in such circumstances.

The architecture of IIC consists of Similarity Calculator between ideas, Interactive Cluster Generator, Database, Knowledge base, and User Interface as shown in Figure 4.1.

*Similarity Calculator*

Similarity Calculator include idea matrix generator, keyword affinity matrix generator, extended idea matrix generator, weight matrix generator, weighted idea matrix generator, and similarity matrix generator. Idea matrix generator brings ideas and keywords which are stored in database and then build idea matrix using keyword list.

![Figure 4.1 Architecture of IIC](image-url)

Keyword affinity matrix generator searches affinity between keywords which are stored in knowledge base. In this process, keyword affinity matrix generator can infer affinity between keywords using fuzzy operation. If affinity of keywords can not find than keyword affinity matrix generator demand to input informations' of new keyword affinity from user.

Extended idea matrix is generated from idea matrix and keyword affinity matrix. Weight
matrix generator brings ideas and keywords which are stored in database and then build weight matrix using appearance frequency of keywords in those ideas. Weighted idea matrix is generated from element’s production of extended idea matrix and weight matrix. In finally, similarity matrix generator calculates similarity between ideas which are represented vectors, using pairwise comparison.

Similarity Calculator is implemented on Borland C++. This is implemented for the computational efficiency by C language.

**Interactive Cluster Generator**

Interactive Cluster generator is programmed algorithm base on single linked clustering. It is that offer user a flexibility and authority of idea categorizing. Interactive Cluster generator has an alternative operation which needs critical level, and look ahead function. The initial critical level is given by program. But, the value can be changed on the interactive clustering by user. It is that can offer interaction between user and system through those functions. Interactive Cluster generator has the number of clusters. Also, It can be used to interact between user and system through changing the number of clusters.

Interactive Cluster generator is implemented on Borland C++. This is implemented by C language.

**Database**

Database is implemented to manage ideas, keywords, and categories. The conceptual design database for IIC is designed using Entity-Relationship Diagram as shown in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2 Entity-Relationship Diagram of Database for IIC](image)

E-R diagram of Database for IIC is consist of three entity and three relationships. The attributes of idea entity are identifier number and contents. The attributes of category entity are identifier number and category name. The attributes of keyword entity are identifier number,
word, and appearance frequency. The relationship of idea entity and category entity have many to one cardinality. The relationship of idea entity and keyword entity have many to many cardinality. The keyword entity has a recursive relationship which represent affinity between keywords. Hence, the relationship has a attribute, affinity value. For logical database design, we can transform E-R diagram into five relations. But, this is a part of database for integrated Group Decision Support System. Database is implemented on Borland dBASE V for Windows. dBASE offer developer a 4GL and script language. It offers three things that set it apart from traditional language; Object-Oriented Programming, Inheritance and Properties, and Message-Driven programming. In this system, we use dBASE to manage ideas, keywords, and generated categories.

Knowledge base
Knowledge base is implemented to manage affinity between keywords. We need divide the part of keywords affinity from Database. If this system is used by members of same organization than we can assume that they use the keywords which have same mean. It is important. Because the knowledge of keywords' affinity can be reused in this case. Hence, we need to store the knowledge of keywords' affinity. After, we can use the knowledge in the categorizing session of another meeting. The keywords' affinity can be inferred by keyword affinity matrix generator, using fuzzy operation which was described in Chapter 3.

In this system, we use dBASE to manage the knowledge of keywords' affinity. But, keyword affinity matrix generator of Similarity Calculator has inference engine.

User Interface
The user interface is very important issue in design of Group Support System. The design of user interface is important because the IIC has the interaction with user for reaching satisfied idea categorizing. In this system, we implement screens to show generated ideas and categorized ideas. The screen for keyword affinity matrix generator is implemented matrix stile. The idea's pair which will be linked from candidate idea's pairs is chosen simply by user.

4.2 Demonstration with an Example
In this section, we will describe IIC among an example. IIC is started by loading stored ideas from database.

We use a simple example which can be categorized exactly by human's common. Also, we will describe the inside of the IIC for easily understand. Used example for demonstration of IIC has 6 ideas which are generated in brainstorming session by participants as shown as Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 The generated ideas of the example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k1</th>
<th>k2</th>
<th>k3</th>
<th>k4</th>
<th>k5</th>
<th>k6</th>
<th>k7</th>
<th>k8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.4 Initial ideas matrix

Idea matrix generator of Similarity Calculator generates initial idea matrix as shown Figure 4.4. The value of elements has integer number, 1 or 0. The value is 1 set equal to when a keyword appears in the idea, and to 0 when the keyword is absent from the idea.

Next, keyword affinity matrix generator infer affinity between keywords using fuzzy operation from knowledge base. If affinity of keywords can not find than keyword affinity matrix generator demand to input informations' of new keyword affinity from user.

Extended idea matrix is generated based on initial idea matrix and keyword affinity matrix by extended matrix generator of Similarity Calculator as shown Figure 4.5. The value of elements has real number between 0 and 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k1</th>
<th>k2</th>
<th>k3</th>
<th>k4</th>
<th>k5</th>
<th>k6</th>
<th>k7</th>
<th>k8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idea # : 6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5 Extended ideas matrix
Weight matrix is generated to build weighted idea matrix using keyword's appearance of each idea. Weight matrix generator of Similarity Calculator finds keyword's appearance from the example as shown Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 The keywords appearance of the example

Weighted idea matrix is generated based on extended idea matrix and weight matrix by weighted idea matrix generator of Similarity Calculator. Next, idea similarity matrix is generated based on weighted idea matrix by similarity matrix is generator as shown Figure 4.7. The value of elements has real number between 0 and 1. Idea similarity graph is generated based on idea similarity matrix as shown Figure 4.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7 Idea similarity matrix

Figure 4.8 Idea similarity graph
The ideas is clustered by Interactive Cluster Generator. The line which is shown dots present candidate idea's pair.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.9 The Process of interactive idea clustering

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.10 Result of categorizing

In this example, the critical value is 0.05. In Figure 4.9, interactive clustering procedure is shown for this example. The multiple candidate idea's pairs were occurred as shown (c) by
alternative operation. User chose the idea's pair (2,5). The line which is shown bold stile present clustered ideas. The Interactive Cluster Generator was stooped. Because the candidate idea's pair was not generated. The result of clustering is presented in (d). Finally, the cluster is named by user as shown Figure 4.10.

4.3 Comparison

In this section, We will describe the result of an experiment. We observed the accuracy of idea categorizing and categorizing time for Categorizer of GroupSystems, the without interactive categorizer, and IIC, respectively. The observation of the idea categorizing accuracy is a difficult problem. Hence, we compare with categorizing result which was categorized by human under enough time that was 2 hours for categorizing as shown Figure 4.11 and its graph is present in Figure 4.12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Ideas</th>
<th>GroupSystems</th>
<th>W/O Interactive</th>
<th>Interactive IIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 6          | overlapped ideas: 0  
# of categories: 2 | incorrect classified ideas: 2  
# of categories: 2 | incorrect classified ideas: 0  
# of categories: 2 |
| 15         | overlapped ideas: 1  
# of categories: 3 | incorrect classified ideas: 4  
# of categories: 3 | incorrect classified ideas: 1  
# of categories: 3 |
| 24         | overlapped ideas: 3  
# of categories: 4 | incorrect classified ideas: 5  
# of categories: 4 | incorrect classified ideas: 2  
# of categories: 2 |
| 50         | overlapped ideas: 7  
# of categories: 6 | incorrect classified ideas: 8  
# of categories: 7 | incorrect classified ideas: 5  
# of categories: 6 |

Figure 4.11 Comparison of the idea categorizing accuracy

![Graph showing comparison](image)

Figure 4.12 Comparison of the idea categorizing accuracy

The result is shown that IIC has high accuracy. The without interactive categorizing method is fast than the methods but it has low accuracy. The categorizing time of GroupSystems is long than the other methods as shown Figure 4.13. and its graph is present in Figure 4.14.
The previous comparison between methods is rough. It is difficult to compare the method's efficiency and effectiveness. In finally, we described the property of the categorizing methods as shown Figure 4.15. IIC is bottom approach and GroupSystems is top down approach. GroupSystems carry out idea categorizing manually. IIC carry out idea categorizing interactively. IIC has a good advantage which is the reuse of keyword's affinities. It offer the efficiency. In a lot of ideas were generated, IIC is more efficient than GroupSystems.
4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we developed the IIC which is a idea categorizer for Group Decision Support System. IIC is based on the similarity computing and the interactive algorithm. The interactive algorithm which is used IIC is more efficient.

Further researcher should be focus on natural language understanding. It is to improve intelligence of idea categorizer. It offer more general idea categorizing to be able to applied in real word.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This research is an effort to solve the idea categorizing problem in an previous GDSS. The previous idea categorizing is performed mostly by participants' manual works. In comparison with this existing idea categorizing, an interactive idea categorizing suggested in this paper reduced 40% of the categorizing time. The quality of categorized result was also acceptable in view that there is hardly any difference compared to the manual categorizing work which was performed for enough time. Also, because the suggested IIC doesn't allow categorizing an idea in multiple categories and generating almost similar redundant categories, There need not any additional step to adjust the initial categorizing result. Knowledge in regard to affinities among keywords are accumulated and used later as a knowledge base. Owing to the flexibility of the system, participants can influence their original intentions interactively for any ambiguous ideas.

In an previous categorizing method, participants should classify ideas manually and intuitively looking at whole generated ideas in an top-down manner. IIC solve this burden and inconvenience. IIC also has an important feature that even an novice on computer can use the system without any difficulty.

Although bottom-up categorizing approach suggested in this paper has a lot of advantages, there also need to be supplemented through further researches. First, it is necessary to study further on natural language processing and natural language understanding to identify keywords more completed and automatically from the generated ideas. These may be helpful to translate the contextual meaning of an idea more accurately. The human computer interface is another important factor in the interactive system research, but passed over without any special notice. And, this prototype version developed for validation test of the bottom-up approach should be up graded to be integrated in a full version GDSS.

Finally, a well designed representing tool for the categorizes ideas is important no less than categorizing ideas well. Idea categorizing is a factor of the systematic Idea settlement. Therefore, further research of this paper should be extended to the methodology and the system development which can support full process from idea generation, to idea categorizing and applying to the next step.
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